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Swami comes down to bhajans. 
 
Swami: What do you get from singing the bhajans?  
 
Gustav:  It makes me happy. I forget everything that was before and it 
makes me happy. 
 
Swami: What kind of happy, like you’re emotionally happy, or 
mentally relaxed, or heartfully relaxed, or what? 
 
Gustav: All of it. My heart gets relaxed. I feel happiness inside. My 
mind comes down. When I go back I’m just light, peaceful. 
 
Swami:  To you, Myuri? 
 
Myuri:  I feel it balances. If I have a lot of mental stress, if the energy is 
strong then I feel it balances. Then by the morning I feel neutral again. 
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Swami: I have a huge doubt. Why your Swami never, ever sings the 
bhajans? Why I never, ever sing the bhajans? This many years 
everybody’s with me, of course I can sing the bhajans but why I’m 
avoiding that? 
 
Gustav:  Maybe we are expressing this part of you. Like somehow we 
have to balance this, we have to give this part. 
 
Swami: Of course every Swami, every Babas, gurus, they sing the 
bhajans in the harmony, la, la, la, whatever the stuff. Ok, why I’m not 
doing that? And another thing, I never sat in my chair for thirty 
minutes to listen to the bhajans, just two, three bhajans then I go out. 
Am I crazy or I don’t’ like the bhajans or what is the inner 
mechanism? 
 
Sabeena: Maybe it’s relaxing too much to you. Maybe we need that 
but you don’t. 
 
Swami:  Luzia? 
 
Luzia: To me bhajans is very much devotional. Also there’s sattvic 
guna, it’s bringing us to the surrender. 
 
Swami:  It means I’m not surrendered?  I’m not sattvic guna? 
 
Luzia: You’re already there. You once mentioned that singing 
bhajans… Datta likes bhajans and you said Datta and Hanuman 
energy is there, so I was thinking about it. 
 
Swami: Give me the answer in two days. Does the fish drink the 
water?  
 
Gustav:  It lives in the water. 
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Swami: If it’s drinking, why is it drinking, if it’s not drinking, why 
not? Why the fish never closes the eyes and sleep? It’s always keeping 
the eyes open and sleeping. Why is that? You understand why I said? 
So everybody’s preparing for Shiva Ratri energy? What’s everybody 
expecting, Myuri? 
 
Myuri:  I have no more expectations. 
 
Swami:  You don’t have any more expectations? 
 
Myuri:  No. Just whatever you want to give I’m so happy. 
 
Swami: Entire this many years, how much we celebrate the Shiva 
Ratri - this year will be top one. We’re really entering in the depth of 
the five element’s energy - in depth. And whatever in Dwarkamai, 
those objects, how it will really reflect and react in a beautiful way to 
each soul - that we have to see. You have to get experience when 
you’re holding that Shiva lingam in your hand, what type of energy is 
flowing in your hand. Something is coming out from that – what is it? 
Each person I’m giving one, two minutes time. People coming, 
transferring it to each person, but it won’t touch the ground or the 
plate. It will be in the hands like five to nine hours… keep coming.  
So finally they caught how many cobras?  Who saw the cobras? Eric, 
how many cobras they caught? 
 
Eric: I think it was seven one day, four the next day, plus another 
cobra, thick, short one. I don’t know on the third day but I know 
totally about eleven. 
 
Swami: Totally seventeen snakes. Just they brought them around. It 
has the guts to enter inside the mandir lawn, but it’s coming 
whenever it’s own time, again it’s moving out. Why the cobras are 
attracting very powerfully around here? 
 
Eric:  Shiva. 
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Swami:  High vibration Shiva energy. They’re not killing the cobras. 
They’re releasing them in the forest. 
 
Visitor: They’ll come back? 
 
Swami:  It’ll be a little distance. So it’s quite amazing the Shiva 
energy. I did a small process in London, just ten days back, and when 
I’m coming back to India, it’s British Airways and we have to land in 
Bangalore. Whenever we’re ready to take off in London, another 
airline crashed on the runway.  Is it true Paul?  
 
Paul: Yes.  
 
Swami: So two hours we’re on the flight delayed. Pretty good I’m 
exhausted. I need to decharge and certain things I need to do. So I 
thought, “I’ll go to India and sit in front of my fire. Let’s do some 
stuff.” I saw in London one big kind of house… the birds are dead… 
so unbelievable negative energy. I cleared that out. It’s very, very old 
building. They’re remodeling it and they asked for a Vaastu. Then ok, 
the flight took off. I’m still feeling some negative symptoms. By 5 
o’clock a.m. we’re suppose to land in Bangalore. There’s a huge fog. 
They’re not able to land. The captain is saying, “Try to pray to God 
that the sunrise will come up very fastly.” The fuel is only enough for 
two hours. Until 8:30 we keep circling around Bangalore, finally he’s 
not able to land in Banaglore - he landed in Chennai.  
Ok, we thought that same flight is taking off again and coming to 
Bangalore. Then they made us wait for refueling and all the stuff, for 
three more hours! We’re stuck in the flight, no enough water, 
everybody’s starving, and so karmically intense energy. Then by 11:45 
they released the immigration clearance. Since two, three days no 
food and I’m pretty good, I’m exhausted. Almost all I’m dizzy. I don’t 
know where I am and what’s going on. And these guys are very 
strong around me. First I went out, then after two hours later these 
guys came out purchasing the tickets and flight to Bangalore and back 
to the ashram by 7:30, 8 p.m. Once I sat in front of Baba just for a 
minute, like a magnet just he sucked. That type of stroke I never, ever 
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had that kind of experience, even I can hardly drink three, four sips of 
milk.  
Why I’m saying this, this is Shiva Ratri, I’m producing five lingams,  
five elements - five lingams. The energy already started like two 
months back. The negative vibrations are already quickly playing on 
me. Even a part of time why I’m not sitting listening to the bhajans, I 
don’t want to waste my link to the cosmic for twenty, thirty minutes 
to forget that cosmic link, and to enjoy like a kid with you guys. 
Whenever the track is very clear then only I will sit. Whenever the 
track is not clear, absolutely I cannot sit. You understand? 
So, that kind of channelings this Shiva Ratri… The senior most 
students, you’re receiving it guys. I know I told it many times. You 
think it never going to happen but it happen to many students getting 
success but this Shiva Ratri, try to maintain your health and energy in 
pretty good balanced way. Don’t get unnecessarily disturbed or 
heartbroken, or unnecessary tears coming out, or losing your blood on 
the ground, and unnecessarily giving hurt to somebody, touching 
alcohol, non-veg, eating some crazy food. Maintain your body 
vibrations as pure sattvic as you can. Understand? This is the place 
you’re doing the austerities to recharging your battery. You have a 
battery. You’re charging it as much as you can. Once wherever you go 
in the globe it helps.  
I saw the many people doing the meditation. They’re quite powerfully 
charging. That is needed. No need to listen to Swami to talk for hours 
and hours. Sometimes it’s necessary, but as much as you maintain 
that silence and quietness and charging – chanting, chanting, 
chanting. You might think, “What I’ll get doing that?” Today you 
won’t have any idea. One day that benefit will come out. Understand? 
Good, do the arathi to the Boss.  Good night. 
 

End of Talk 
  

 


